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Abstract 

Many web services today give users the opportunity to sign in using an account belonging to a 

different service. Letting users authenticate themselves using another service eliminates the 

need of a user having to create a new identity for each service they use. Redpill Linpro uses the 

open source platform SonarQube for code quality inspection. Since developers in the company 

are registered users of another open source platform named OpenShift, they would like to 

authenticate themselves to SonarQube using their OpenShift identity. Our task was to create a 

plugin that offers users the functionality to authenticate themselves to SonarQube using 

OpenShift as their identity provider by applying the authentication framework OAuth. The 

project resulted in a plugin of high code quality according to SonarQube’s assessment. Redpill 

Linpro will use the plugin to easily access SonarQube’s functionality when using the 

application in their developer platform.  
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1 Introduction 

Most web services online require users to be signed in to have access to their services. Signing 

up for services is time-consuming for users and usually leads to the user entering the same 

personal information for each and every service they want to use. It also requires the user to 

remember their login credentials for each site. With the help of an authorization framework 

called OAuth, services are able to let users sign in and access their functionality with an account 

that belongs to another service. This way, the service hosting an OAuth feature does not need 

to force new users to sign up. They can simply access users’ information through the service 

they decide to log in with. 

1.1 Objective 

The staff at Redpill Linpro use the application SonarQube for inspection of code quality. For 

easier access to the service, they want to be able to use their credentials from the service 

OpenShift to sign in to SonarQube. They want to be able to use SonarQube with the same ability 

permissions they have on their OpenShift account.  

The functionality will be offered through a Java plugin that has to be installed on the 

SonarQube server. There are plugins implemented with OAuth for authentication towards 

SonarQube using other services, e.g. a GitHub authentication plugin. It was recommended by 

Redpill Linpro to use this plugin as a guideline for implementation of the OpenShift 

authentication plugin. When referring to “GitHub plugin” in this project, it is important to note 

that this relates to the GitHub authentication plugin for SonarQube. Same goes for “OpenShift 

plugin”, that relates to the OpenShift authentication plugin. 

As a company that bases their solutions on open source technology, Redpill Linpro are 

keen to contribute back to the community and wishes for the OpenShift authentication plugin 

to be released to the public. 

1.2 Requirements  

To safely entrust OpenShift user information to SonarQube, Redpill Linpro wants the plugin to 

use OAuth 2.0. Since Redpill Linpro use SonarQube by executing it from inside an OpenShift 
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pod (see Section 2.6), Redpill only need it to work for their scope. The permissions that have 

to be checked for and added to SonarQube if found are defined as admin, edit and view.  

 

1.3 Results 

The result is a plugin that gives users the possibility to sign in to SonarQube with their 

OpenShift credentials. The plugin has certain restrictions, consisting of the requirements given 

by Redpill Linpro. The plugin works for authentication with OpenShift, but only if the 

SonarQube instance is executed from an OpenShift pod. Just a certain set of permissions are 

checked for in OpenShift and passed on to SonarQube. The end result was expected as Redpill’s 

use case on execution environment and criteria on roles were met, other users who choose to 

install the plugin might not get the functionality they would have hoped for. 

1.4 Structure 

The report starts out with relevant background in Chapter 2 that introduces the applications and 

tools involved in the project. It also gives a description of what authentication and authorization 

is. Chapter 3 introduces the project design, which describes the OAuth framework. The 

implementation, Chapter 4, shows how the APIs of OpenShift and SonarQube work in practice. 

The implementation of the authorization process is also explained. The end result is compared 

to the GitHub plugin in Chapter 5, where an evaluation is done over the analysis returned from 

SonarQube’s code quality review. Lastly, Chapter 6 presents a conclusion of the project. 
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2 Background 

This chapter introduces terminology, tools, techniques and frameworks fundamental to this 

project. 

2.1 Open Source 

The term “open source” refers to software that has its source code openly published and 

accessible to everyone. Anyone who is interested in the implementation details or methods of 

problem solving can freely view them. The nature of open source software promotes 

collaboration and sharing by giving all developers full access to the source code while 

encouraging them to share their added features with the rest of the community [1].  

 

2.2 SonarQube 

SonarQube is an open source quality management platform used for continuous inspection of 

code quality. To assure clean code, SonarQube offers features such as code smell detection, bug 

detection and security vulnerability checks. A debt is also generated for each analysis based off 

how long SonarQube estimates code smell correction would take. Features are available for 

over 20 different programming languages and the software is designed to be expandable with 

the use of plugins [2]. 

 

2.3 Authentication and Authorization 

Authentication is the process of confirming the identity of a subject. This is usually done by 

validating information that should only be known to or possessed by that specific identity, e.g. 

login credentials or fingerprints [3]. Authorization is the action of granting access to a subject 

to perform an action. Authorization usually involves steps of authentication in order to authorize 

a user with privileges [4].  
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2.4 Authentication with OAuth 2.0 

Many services today need resources from other services in order to function. For example, one 

might want their friends on Facebook to know what songs they are listening to on Spotify. 

However, this information is held by a user’s account on Spotify. Giving Facebook your secret 

credentials for Spotify to access this information would give them full access to your Spotify 

account, providing them with more privileges than needed for the task. Entrusting a service 

with more privileges than needed is generally considered bad practice and should therefore be 

avoided [5]. Lending Facebook the secret credentials of a Spotify user would enable them to 

change that user’s password and lock them out from their account, which clearly differs from 

what the user in the example wanted to accomplish.  

OAuth is an open standard that is used to grant applications information held on another 

service without revealing any secret credentials. When referring to “OAuth” in this project, it 

is important to note that this relates to OAuth 2.0. To avoid sharing credentials, OAuth specifies 

a process for the resource holder that lets another application access resources held by the 

resource holder. Tokens are then used like keys by the application to access the resource server 

on behalf of the user [6].  

2.4.1 Identity Provider 

In order to gain tokens using OAuth, i.e., grant authorization to another server, the resource 

holder has to authenticate themselves. This is done with the help of an identity provider, 

abbreviated IdP [7]. An identity provider is an online service that authenticates an end-user. 

This is usually done by asking for the user’s secret credentials, e.g., a Google identity provider 

would need a password and an email to authenticate a user. After a user has been authenticated 

by the identity provider, the identity provider may proceed in returning tokens to the relying 

application. 

2.4.2 Pseudo-Authentication 

When it comes to OAuth, the difference between authentication and authorization can be a 

confusing matter. OAuth in itself is an authorization protocol, that does not provide 

authentication on its own. OAuth just involves the process of a client asking for a token, 

receiving it, and later using the token to access an API. The client will not have any direct proof 

of an identity connected to the rights a token grants, as the token is just an opaque object for 

the client [8]. Much of the confusion stems from the fact that OAuth is often built into other 

protocols that offer authentication. Using OAuth on its own may be referred to as pseudo-
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authentication, as the protocol contains steps of authentication, e.g., the end-user authenticating 

themselves to the resource holder using an identity provider [6]. This step is mandatory for 

authorization granting. However, as the client in OAuth will not directly gain any information 

about the identity itself, OAuth cannot be described as an authentication protocol.  

Figure 1 shows OAuth pseudo-authentication compared to authentication with OpenID, an 

authentication protocol used to verify that an end-user controls an identifier [9]. Since OpenID 

is an actual authentication protocol it will be compared to OAuth to show how authorization 

differs from authentication. 

 In both cases, the user first requests a site login to the identity provider from the app. The 

user is then authenticated by the identity provider and a response is formulated and sent to the 

user. Lastly, the user is redirected back to the app where the app can carry on according to the 

response. The difference between the authentication and authorization protocols is that in 

OpenID the IdP’s task is to confirms the user’s identity to the resource holder. In the case of 

pseudo-authentication with OAuth the IdP only returns access rights in the form of an access 

token to the Android app, without giving the app any confirmation of the user’s identity [8]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Authorization with OAuth compared to authentication with OpenID (By Wikipedia 

users Saqibali and Perhelion, CCO). 
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2.5 Web Technologies 

This section introduces the web technologies used in the project. 

2.5.1 HTTP Request Methods 

Making requests over the HTTP protocol follow certain basic core principles, but it is also quite 

extensible and uses a lot of information to denote specific characteristics in the request 

handling. HTTP request methods are one of those characteristics.  

A request method is used in the HTTP request to communicate with the receiving entity 

that a specific action is to be performed on the requested data [10]. There are a multitude of 

HTTP request methods used for different purposes. In this project, it is important to understand 

two of the more common ones, their purpose and their differences. 

 

GET A GET request is used by the requesting entity to receive a representation of the data 

from the specified resource. When using the HTTP protocol to merely retrieve data, GET 

is the primary method to use. A GET request is sent as an “empty” request with no specified 

payload to be processed by the target resource. Therefore, it is seen as idempotent, meaning 

it will cause no state change to the target server, no matter how many identical requests are 

made [11]. A successful GET request will result in the web server sending a 200 (OK) 

response to the originator of the request. 

 

POST A POST request asks the receiving entity to accept data stored in the body of the 

request to be submitted to the web server. A POST request is meant to be non-idempotent, 

that is, it should cause a state change on the server every time it is performed [11]. That 

state change is often a newly created resource on the server. If the processing of the POST 

request is successful, the web server will send a 201 (Created) response back to the 

originator of the request along with additional information about what caused the response 

[12].     

 

2.5.2 REST API 

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is an architectural framework for providing a 

standardized approach to how web-based APIs should work and be structured. For an API to 

follow the REST structure it needs to conform to certain core principles: 
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Explicit use of HTTP methods The HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE) are 

denoted to be explicitly used for a certain type of request, following the RFC 2616 standard 

[13]. 

 

Statelessness The requests being sent should be fully independent so that the server does 

not need to retain the session state while the request is being processed. All information 

about the context of the request is being included in the headers and body to be able to 

generate a successful response [14]. 

 

Hierarchical URI directory structure  Server resources are divided into a tree structure of 

nodes that represent a specific resource on the server behind the REST API. To access a 

certain resource, you request it by appending the endpoint resource URI to the server base 

URL, like this: https://<serverBaseURL>/<resourceURI>. 

 

Resource representation as formatted data When requesting resources from the server 

behind a REST API, the client application has the flexibility of choosing the content format 

of the data object in the response. This makes the API more accessible with less language- 

and platform dependency [14]. The client only need to specify a “Content-Type” header in 

the HTTP request, stating the format of the data object that should be returned in the 

response.  

2.6 Platform-as-a-Service - OpenShift 

Platform as a service, abbreviated PaaS, is a cloud computing service that provides an 

environment for developing, running, and managing applications through an external service 

provider. The system’s service provider sets up a framework that determines how the 

applications are deployed [15]. This has the added advantage of abstracting much of the 

complexity that is often a side effect of building and maintaining an application. The 

development of applications is executed by interacting with the PaaS-provider that provides all 

the major, important configuration options, such as the type of operating system, the APIs, 

servers, storage, databases, management capabilities etc. This means that a PaaS hides the 

complexity of the logic between a client and a virtual server across the infrastructure, requiring 

the user to do minimal configuration to be able to launch an application. This feature of reduced 

complexity has the primary advantage of making the application development process much 
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more effective. It also enhances the effectiveness of continuously maintaining and testing 

software applications because of the ease with which it can be integrated in the existing 

environment [16].  

 

OpenShift is a PaaS developed by Red Hat for ensuring the development and management of 

applications.  It is offered in three different product versions, all of them which are based on 

the upstream version of the same project; OpenShift Origin. In software development, upstream 

means the direction towards the source or originator, meaning the upstream version is the source 

that provides the other versions with much of their core functionalities. This version is the 

community version that is available through the public repository on GitHub and is used both 

by Red Hat and external developers [17].  

OpenShift is built on top of the open source project Kubernetes to enable the concept of 

container-based software deployment and management. Containerization, or operating-system-

level virtualization, is a technique where the operating system can create several different user-

space instances, also called containers, that can partition the functionalities of the operating 

system and only give the running processes the resources that have been specified within that 

container [18].  

The deployment of applications is done within one of the basic building blocks of 

Kubernetes, called pods (Figure 2). While a container is not assigned to a specific host, a pod 

is able to group closely related containers together. The pod is then assigned to a certain 

application and all the associated containers can now be scheduled on the same host. The pod 

is assigned its own unique IP-address which helps applications avoid conflicts when they use 

the same network port [19]. 

OpenShift Origin is built with a microservices-based architecture that run on top of the 

Kubernetes cluster. When users perform actions and change the state of the system they make 

calls to the REST API on the OpenShift Origin Master servers. The calls invoke controllers that 

corresponds to the action of the user and run the process on the cluster to perform that action. 

When the action is completed, the controller updates the changes via the REST API and makes 

the changes visible to the user. Figure 2 shows hosts containing pods and their associated 

containers & users communicating with the server behind the REST API located on the Master. 
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Figure 2: Overview of OpenShift Origin (By OpenShift, CC-BY-SA 3.0). 

 

Redpill Linpro’s solution for their PaaS-infrastructure is built around OpenShift Origin. They 

have taken the upstream version of the OpenShift Origin project and built their own solution 

around it to be able to administrate the platform on their own servers. They can then offer this 

solution to customers, while also offering administration services for Red Hat’s official 

enterprise solutions that are possible to deploy on any arbitrary platform-infrastructure of the 

customer’s choice, be it in the public- or private cloud or in a local data center. 

 The SonarQube application where the OpenShift IdP plugin is installed runs in a project 

named cedemo-dev on Redpill Linpro’s private OpenShift server (Figure 3). A project can 

deploy several pods running different applications simultaneously. 

 

 

Figure 3: The pods of the SonarQube application. 
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2.7 JSON 

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a data-format used to store information in a clean, easily 

accessible way to increase human-readability and make manipulation of data objects more 

convenient. It does this by providing certain formatting rules so that the represented data 

follows a pre-declared structure and can be manipulated by standardized methods [20]. 

JSON is represented as one of two structured types; objects or arrays. An object is an unordered 

set of name/value pairs enclosed by braces to denote where the object begins and ends. An array 

has the same structure as an array in any programming language of the C-family, enclosed in 

brackets with each value separated by a comma. An object in turn can contain different 

members. A member can be both another object or a pair, which is defined as a name/value pair 

[21]. Figure 4 shows a JSON object containing a name/value pair ‘attribute’ and an array of 

name ‘Array’, which in turn contains two elements. Lastly, an object ‘Object’ is shown, 

containing two members in the form of name/value pairs 

    

 

 

Figure 4: Example of a JSON object. 

2.8 Java Tools 

This section explains the Java technologies central to this project.  

2.8.1 ScribeJava 

ScribeJava is a library for providing framework tools in the implementation of the OAuth 

protocol. The library is comprised of different modules that handles the different technical 

details of the OAuth workflow. The library is an open source project and accessible on the 

public repository on GitHub [22]. 
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2.8.2 Maven 

Apache’s Maven is a tool used for building and managing Java-based projects. Maven is used 

to establish a standardized approach of building projects [23]. Maven projects are configured 

with the help of a Project Object Model (POM) that is located in an XML file. The file gives a 

description of the project and its dependencies and works as a build specification, thus making 

itself central to Maven [24].  

 

2.8.3 GSON 

GSON, also known as Google GSON, is an open source Java library originally developed by 

Google for serialization and deserialization of JSON objects to or from Java objects. GSON 

contains a multitude of APIs for handling of data types and objects. The core usage of GSON 

revolves around performing actions on an instantiated Gson object and including the data types 

or objects to be manipulated in the specified method call [25]. This can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Example of serializing an array with GSON: String[] ‘strings’ to JSON. 

 

In this project, using GSON is especially convenient since we make use of the data binding 

properties during the deserialization of retrieved data to be able to parse the JSON object 

through a class object.  A deserialization example can be seen in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6: Deserialization example: String ‘json’ will be parsed and map its values with the 

‘BagOfPrimitives’ class. 
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2.9 Summary 

The background chapter explained the difference between authentication, pseudo-

authentication and authorization, three terms that are commonly misinterpreted. The OAuth 

framework has been discussed to introduce the reader to its usage in later chapters. Moreover, 

the chapter has given a description of the concept of PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) and 

OpenShift, the PaaS we deploy our application in. The OpenShift section explained in detail 

how the fundamentals of OpenShift work. The section ends with a summary of how Redpill 

Linpro uses OpenShift to deploy their applications. The REST API and HTTP request methods 

are described under the section Web Technologies. Lastly, the Java tools central to the project 

implementation are introduced. They consist of ScribeJava—the library used to implement 

OAuth, the building and management tool Maven, and GSON, which is a library for 

serializing/deserializing JSON objects. 
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3 Project Design 

This chapter discusses the initial implementation design for the plugin in order to allow a flow 

of data between SonarQube and OpenShift. The three main entities discussed in this chapter are 

the ones that are needed for the authentication process; the client application (SonarQube), the 

authentication plugin and the IdP (OpenShift). 

3.1 Role of the Authentication Plugin 

To give users the option to authenticate themselves with their OpenShift credentials, SonarQube 

must invoke a display that offers this functionality. This display is crafted by the authentication 

plugin, as that is where the IdP is specified. Sending a request for authorization with OpenShift 

will redirect the user to OpenShift’s login form. A successful authentication attempt will lead 

to OpenShift granting authorization to SonarQube’s functionality in its response. This is 

abstracted in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: SonarQube requests authorization and OpenShift grants it. 

3.2 Granting Authorization 

Authorization granting follows the OAuth framework, which describes multiple steps involving 

authorization and resource gaining. This process is explained below from the point of view of 

a user with an existing OpenShift account, running a SonarQube instance with the plugin 

installed. 

3.2.1 OpenShift Master 

The OpenShift Master (Figure 8) contains an OAuth server, which is the authentication server, 

as well as an API server, sometimes referred to as a resource server. These are the two main 

entities in the authentication process from the IdP side.  
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The OAuth server is built in to be able to handle authentication processes against the 

OpenShift API. The API server handles authenticated requests after an access token has been 

granted to the application by the OAuth server.  

 

 

Figure 8: The OAuth server and API server in the OpenShift Master. For a more detailed 

overview of the Master, see Figure 2. 

 

3.2.2 Authorization & Access Token Grant 

The entry point of the authorization process is where the user must authenticate herself to the 

owner of the resources we want to access. This is done by making an authorization request to 

the resource owner (OpenShift). As shown in Figure 9, the SonarQube application will redirect 

us to the OpenShift login interface where we will give our credentials, which, if the credentials 

are valid, will authorize us towards the OAuth server. 

The OAuth server will send back an authorization grant, along with an authorization code, 

to the OpenShift authentication plugin. The plugin will then use the authorization grant and the 

authorization code to request an access token from the OAuth server. After accepting the 

authorization grant provided by the SonarQube application, the OpenShift OAuth server 

provides SonarQube with an access token that is specially crafted for the user who made the 

request. The provided access token contains information about the requested resource and, if 

the access token is valid, the resource specified in the access token will be available to the 

application who issued the request [26]. 
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Figure 9: Authorization and access token grant against the OAuth server. 

 

3.2.3 Authentication & Resource Access 

With the newly granted access token, the user is now able to make a call to the API server 

requesting the protected resource specified in the information header of the access token. When 

the API server receives the request, it will evaluate if the access token in this request is valid 

and that the entity making the request has the rights to access the specified protected resource. 

As shown in Figure 10 (steps 7-8), when the request is authenticated the API server will 

send back the requested resource to the authentication plugin to enable operations to be 

performed on its data. 
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Figure 10: A call to the API server authenticating the request. If the access token is valid, the 

protected resource is returned to the OpenShift plugin. 

3.3 Summary 

The design chapter has explained the role of the authentication plugin. In order to grant 

authorization to a user following the OAuth protocol a workflow has to be followed, which this 

chapter describes. The OAuth server in OpenShift handles matters involving authorization 

while the API server gives access to protected resources after a user have been authorized to 

retrieve them. 
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4 Project Implementation 

This chapter introduces the structure of the project and the implementation details of 

authorizing a user. The APIs involved in the authorization process are explained in order to 

gain a better understanding of the communication between SonarQube and OpenShift. The 

implementation of the workflow is described by going over the steps in Figure 10 (Section 

3.2.3). 

4.1 APIs 

This section explains the APIs used in the project and their respective roles in the authentication 

and authorization workflow. The three APIs involved are the SonarQube web server API, the 

OpenShift REST API, and the ScribeJava API.  

 

4.1.1 SonarQube API 

The SonarQube web server API is integrated in the project to enable communication and 

creation of resources on the SonarQube server. 

4.1.1.1 Entry Point for Extensions 

SonarQube provides extension points for the different software stacks in the application to 

enable plugins to extend the core functionality of the system. The software stack involved in 

the implementation of our plugin is the web application. 

 Figure 11 shows how the entry point of the application is reached by interacting with the 

SonarQube API, more specifically with the interface that allows for plugins to inject extensions 

into SonarQube. In this interface is the entry point method specified for injecting extensions 

into the SonarQube application. The implementations of the extensions-points are then declared 

in its entry point classes that are executed at runtime when the web server starts.  
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Figure 11: The define method is the entry point for injecting extensions into the SonarQube 

application (Section 4.3.1, page 25). 

 

4.1.1.2 Entry Point of Authentication Workflow 

The part of the API responsible for handling the authentication workflow is defined in an 

interface called OAuth2IdentityProvider. It contains the method declarations for handling the 

initiation and callback data of the authentication workflow. The interface is comprised of sub-

interfaces that define the context in which the request is being executed at every point in the 

OAuth process.  

 Every context extends the interface OAuth2Context (as shown in Figure 12), which defines 

the base functionality of every incoming context in the authentication workflow. The two 

interfaces InitContext and CallbackContext define functionality for the specific data being 

processed at a certain point in the authentication workflow.  

 

 

Figure 12: The hierarchy of interfaces involved in the authentication workflow. 

4.1.1.3 Entry Point of IdP Data Declaration 

As can be seen in Figure 12, the OAuth2IdentityProvider interface extends IdentityProvider, 

which is the interface equipped with declarations for providing the SonarQube web server with 

IdP data. This data is necessary to declare new IdP:s to the SonarQube server and configure the 

IdP settings to enable the authentication process. The IdP information is transported to the 
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SonarQube web server by using the @ServerSide marker annotation for providing the method data 

as server-side components. 

 

4.1.1.4 Settings and Property Definitions 

When the SonarQube server starts, you might want to declare administrative settings on the 

administrator’s page to enable certain parameters in the runtime environment. These settings 

often include things such as the server base URL, application web URL, client ID and client 

secret for the authentication process. To define these settings, the PropertyDefinition class is 

instantiated through the Settings component and injected to the web server during runtime. As 

can be seen in Figure 13, each property is declared with a certain ‘Key’ value that is a unique 

identifier for the field that enables administrative updates from the SonarQube home page.  

 

 

Figure 13: Snippet of the administrator’s page. 

 

4.1.1.5 User Registration 

When the authentication/authorization process is done, we want to register the user onto the 

platform. To do this, we have to declare certain specific, pre-declared user parameters. The 

SonarQube API provides a UserIdentity class for this purpose. Some provided user information 

is IdP specific, other information is mandatory. The user information is shown in Figure 14, 

where you can see the constructor of the UserIdentity class. The builder object represents the 

template for the instance user’s information to be registered onto the SonarQube platform, 

defined in the Builder sub-class. Note, not all fields are mandatory, a user with certain Builder 

fields set to null can still be registered. 

The @Immutable annotation is used to make this class an immutable object, this means its 

state cannot be changed by callers. It also enhances the efficiency during runtime and ensures 
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thread-safety because immutable objects cannot be manipulated in a way that threatens the 

multi-threaded execution [27]. 

 

 

Figure 14: Constructor of the UserIdentity class. 

 

The UserIdentity class contains the sub-class Builder. The methods in the Builder sub-class are 

setters for the user information corresponding to the pre-declared variables, validating methods 

for ensuring user information is provided correctly and a build method for instantiating the 

UserIdentity object.    

The Builder sub-class is the active class in the user registration process. When a Builder 

object is created, it is used to store the instance user’s information that has been retrieved from 

the identity provider’s API server. Now, if the user information has been supplied correctly, we 

can authenticate the user and register the information onto the platform.  

 

4.1.2 OpenShift API 

The OpenShift API is used in the project for requesting user- and IdP information. It follows 

the architectural principles defined in the REST framework. 

4.1.2.1 Server Endpoints 

All requests to the OpenShift servers must include the URI of the specified resource node 

appended to the server base URL, also known as the endpoint of the resource.  

 To make specific requests for data objects we use the suffix of the node on which the 

resource we want to access resides and append it to the base part of the OAuth server URI. This 

URI will then be appended to the server base URL and sent in an HTTP request to the server 

on the OpenShift Master. The plugin uses two endpoints on the OAuth server in the 

authorization process: 
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/oauth/authorize      This endpoint is used in the initial authorization request to the OAuth 

server to authorize the application and to request an authorization code grant from the 

OAuth server to be used in the access token request. 

 

/oauth/token    Upon receiving the authorization code grant, a request to the /oauth/token 

endpoint is created which is required to request the access token.  

 

 

The same principle applies for the endpoints used on the API server: 

 

/oapi/v1/users/~    The endpoint for making user data requests. Every user has a User and 

Identity resource containing data objects with attributes for the user [28]. The tilde (~) sign 

is a Unix feature that means it points to the home directory in the file system of the entity 

making the request. Therefore, any entity authorized to make requests to the REST API 

can make requests about their own user information.  

 

/oapi/v1/subjectaccessreviews A request to this endpoint provides you with information 

about whether a certain user or group have permission to perform specified actions in the 

system. This information can be useful when you want to assign user privileges according 

to their roles in the OpenShift system. 

 

4.1.2.2 Service Account 

A service account is used when API calls have to be made from the pod to OpenShift and no 

user credentials are available. Using a service account makes it possible to send requests to 

OpenShift before a user has been authenticated [29]. Figure 15 shows the contents of the service 

account from the SonarQube application’s environment.  

The client ID is a public identifier for the application. The client secret is only known to 

the application and the authorization server. These two values are essentially equivalent to a 

username and password, as the application uses these two values to authenticate itself to the 

resource server. OpenShift automatically mounts the files namespace and token at destination 

/var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount. The file namespace contains the name of the 

project the application is deployed in, which is part of the client ID, while token holds the client 

secret. 
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It is important to note that service accounts are API objects, only accessible behind the 

REST API. Therefore, the method of using the service account information in the OAuth 

process is only possible when the application you are trying to authorize is running inside 

OpenShift or if the API token has been distributed to external applications [30]. 

 

 

Figure 15: The contents of the pod’s service account. 

 

The structure of a fully configured client ID is system:serviceaccount:<project>:<name>. The 

system:serviceaccount is a constant path declared as a static final type and prefixed to the client 

ID.  The name is the name of the service account and has to be retrieved during runtime as soon 

as the plugin is initiated. 

To the system, the service account is a regular user, and can therefore make API calls just 

like a regular user could. A GET request is made to the /oapi/v1/users/~ endpoint, returning a 

JSON object containing the information about the sender of said request. The JSON object is 

then parsed through a class called GsonUser to be able to retrieve the name and add it to the 

end of the client ID. The GsonUser class is explained in detail in Section 4.3.8, page 26.  

 

4.1.3 ScribeJava API 

The ScribeJava API is used for creating and configuring the OAuth building blocks used during 

the workflow of the application. The important implementations of the ScribeJava modules 

used are explained below.  

4.1.3.1 Builder 

This module contains the configuration settings of the OAuth protocol.  

 

ServiceBuilder    The ServiceBuilder class is the concrete implementation of the Builder 

pattern. All parameters required for a successful OAuth request are configured and 

packaged into a ServiceBuilder object.  

 

DefaultApi20   An abstract class containing the default implementation of the OAuth 

protocol. This class can be extended to adhere to the specific implementation details of your 
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identity provider’s API, especially regarding the server endpoints and method of the HTTP-

requests. We extend DefaultApi20 and declare our server endpoints in OpenShiftApi 

(Section 4.3.5, page 25).  

 

4.1.3.2 OAuth  

This module contains the implementation classes to create a service of the fully configured 

ServiceBuilder.  

 

OAuthService   The base implementation of the fully configured ServiceBuilder, containing 

methods to handle actions on objects in the OAuth process.  

 

OAuth20Service       The OAuth implementation of the fully configured ServiceBuilder. This 

class extends the OAuthService class and adds specific OAuth implementation details to 

the service.  

 

4.1.3.3 Model 

This module contains implementations of specific OAuth entities and actions for successful 

handling of the OAuth process.  

 

OAuthRequest    Class representation of an OAuth HTTP request, containing objects and 

methods for creating successful requests to the identity provider’s API.  

 

Response Class representation of an OAuth response. An object of this type contains the 

generated response data retrieved from the input stream of the established HTTP 

connection.   

 

OAuth2AccessToken    Class representation of an OAuth access token. Follows the standard  

of RFC 6749 [31].  
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4.2 Design of SonarQube 

The SonarQube server includes the web server, which is used by developers to configure the 

SonarQube instance. Plugins have to be located on the web server in order for SonarQube to be 

able to detect them [32]. Installed plugins exist on the server as JAR files, in a directory 

dedicated for extensions. The plugins are then loaded into SonarQube on server restart [33].  

4.3 Project Structure 

With the help of Maven, a simple hierarchy can be applied to the project (Figure 16). The 

standardized layout makes the project easy to jump in to for people who have had experience 

with other Maven projects. By using Maven, the project adopts a structure similar to the other 

authentication plugins available for SonarQube. 

The top level of the hierarchy contains the POM and the src directory. The src directory is the 

root directory of the source code. Inside it is the main directory, where the main build artifact 

can be found. The Java code for the application is located in main/java while the main/resources 

holds mostly non-java files used during runtime. 

 

 

Figure 16: Hierarchy of the project created by Maven. 

 

The Java file structure of the OpenShift plugin is inspired by the file structure of the GitHub 

plugin, thus making the ScribeJava library easier to implement since there is a pre-defined 

structure to use as a starting point. A lot of restructuring had to be done to make the plugin 

adhere to the OpenShift specific implementation details, but with some fundamental structures 

in place for the OAuth workflow to be easy to follow. 
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4.3.1 AuthOpenShiftPlugin 

The entry point class for plugins to inject extensions into SonarQube. This is where the 

components (classes) provided by the plugin are declared. 

4.3.2 OpenShiftIdentityProvider 

Class that implements the OAuth workflow, defining the main functionality of the plugin.  

4.3.3 OpenShiftUserIdentityFactory 

Generates a SonarQube user corresponding to the OpenShift identity that is authenticated. 

4.3.4 OpenShiftSettings 

Defines properties that holds runtime information about the OpenShift instance located on the 

server base URL which we use as our IdP. The server base URL, along with some layout and 

accessibility settings, is defined in the administrative settings on SonarQube and retrieved 

during runtime. 

4.3.5 OpenShiftApi 

Defines the access token- and authorization endpoint suffix. The authorization endpoint suffix 

is used by the OpenShiftIdentityProvider class to redirect users to the authorization server. The 

access token endpoint suffix is used by the same class to retrieve the access token. This class 

extends DefaultApi20. 

4.3.6 OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewRequest 

Acts as a template for making POST requests to the /oapi/v1/subjectaccessreviews endpoint. 

The requests are made for verifying a user’s level of authorization in OpenShift by looking at 

which roles he/she has been assigned. The class object template is included as payload in the 

request to create a new resource on the API server. Key annotation is used to set the attributes 

namespace (name of the OpenShift project) and verb (the user role a request will check) before 

each request is made. These are the two entries in the template that are not constant since they 

are project- and user specific parameters. 

4.3.7 OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewResponse 

Acts as a template for the response of an OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewRequest. Responses 

contain the JSON formatted data verifying which user role (verb) has been requested, if the user 

has been assigned the role (allowed) and the reason behind it. Figure 17 shows the use of GSON 

to retrieve information from the POST request response that is then parsed through an instance 
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of OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewResponse. Lastly, the variables namespace, allowed and 

reason will be mapped with corresponding values in the JSON response. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Parsing and mapping of the response. 

 

4.3.8 GsonUser 

The GsonUser class is instantiated every time a JSON object containing user information is 

retrieved from the API server. It implements two methods for performing GSON operations on 

the JSON object and parse the user information; parseObject and parseMetadata.  

 

parseObject      The parseObject call is crucial because the object we want to extract data from 

is an object called metadata. To be able to reach it we first have to deserialize the JSON-

object in order to retrieve the members of the metadata-object. The parseObject method in 

turn calls the method parseMetaData (Figure 18), which is the method for extracting the 

members from the metadata-object. 

 

 

Figure 18: Method parseObject deserializes the JSON object in order for us to access its 

containing data and members. 

 

parseMetaData     Extracting the member data is done by parsing the metadata object through 

an instance of the GsonUser class and mapping all pre-declared variables in the class to its 

corresponding name in the metadata object (Figure 19). The class object variables will then 

receive the value of the mapped data fields from the object. In our case, the only pre-
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declared variable we need is the variable name. The value of name can then be retrieved 

through the getName method.  

 

 

Figure 19: Mapping of GsonUser variables to corresponding variables in the metadata 

object. 

 

4.3.8.1 Class Diagram 

A downscaled class diagram of the project is shown below in Figure 20. Full class diagram 

can be found in Appendix (page 49). 

 

 

Figure 20: Class diagram showing methods and variables mentioned in the implementation. 
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4.4 User Roles 

Users in SonarQube are given roles that describe what functionality they have access to. A user 

may have the role of a sonar-administrator, sonar-user or both. OpenShift user roles differ 

slightly. The roles on the OpenShift platform that dictate what user group one is assigned in 

SonarQube are admin, view and edit. An OpenShift user who has the role of edit, view, or both, 

is marked as a sonar-user in SonarQube. An OpenShift admin is assigned the role sonar-

administrator (Figure 21). The roles in SonarQube and OpenShift are inclusive. A sonar-

administrator may also have the sonar-user role while an OpenShift admin user may also have 

the view role.  

 

 

 

Figure 21: OpenShift roles under corresponding SonarQube roles. 

4.5 OAuth Workflow 

This section will describe how the OAuth workflow for this application looks in practice by 

explaining implementation details from the source code. While the actual OAuth workflow does 

not follow the pattern of Section 3.2 (page 13), the same steps are involved during the process.  

4.5.1 Authorization Request 

The authorization request is sparked by the init method in the OpenShiftIdentityProvider class. 

This method is called by SonarQube when the user chooses OpenShift as their IdP. 

When initiated, the plugin must first determine the client ID of the service account in order 

to configure the OAuth request correctly. Keep in mind that a service account is an API object, 

with the ability to make certain requests to the API server. A GET request is made to the 

/oapi/v1/users/~ endpoint, returning a JSON object containing the information about the sender 

of said request (Figure 22). The JSON object is then parsed through the GsonUser class to be 

able to retrieve the name of the service account. 
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Figure 22: JSON object of the service account information. 

 

A ServiceBuilder object is then instantiated. The ServiceBuilder configures the client ID and 

the client secret from the service account (Figure 23). The web application contains 

functionality that causes state changes, which means it is vulnerable against cross site request 

forgery (CSRF) attacks. Establishing a state to the ServiceBuilder prevents malicious users 

from executing unintended actions. 

All requests made to the API server requires that a certain scope is set to enable specific 

actions on the protected resources. The scope user:info specifies read access to the user 

information in OpenShift while user:check-access enables the subjectaccessreview requests. 

Both scopes are declared and returned in the method getScope. Lastly, the crafted request is 

redirected to the IdP (Figure 24). 

 

 

Figure 23: Method newScribeBuilder returns the ServiceBuilder to the init method. 

 

 

Figure 24: From method init: defining the properties of scribe (ServiceBuilder) and 

redirecting to the IdP. 
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4.5.2 Authorization Code Grant 

After the user has authorized SonarQube by authenticating themselves on OpenShift, a response 

is sent back to SonarQube. Before handling the response, the plugin verifies the current state to 

make sure that the request has not become a victim of a CSRF attack, see Figure 25. The 

response is then saved in an HttpServletRequest so that the plugin is provided parameter names 

for the values of the response. The authorization code is then extracted from the 

HttpServletRequest.  

 

 

Figure 25: Fetching the authorization code. 

4.5.3 Access Token Request and Grant 

Figure 26 shows the access token request being built using another instance of the 

ServiceBuilder. The method getAccessToken creates the request for the access token endpoint 

on the API server and returns the granted access token. 

 

 

Figure 26: The request is built and sent to OpenShift. 

4.5.4 User Roles 

Now that SonarQube has an access token, it can request resources from OpenShift on behalf of 

the user. A POST request is created intended for the /oapi/v1/subjectaccessreviews endpoint.  

To set up the authenticated user’s SonarQube account, it has to be assigned a role. The 

string array ROLES contains every OpenShift role to be checked; admin, edit and view. For 

every role, an OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewRequest object is instantiated (Figure 27). The 

name of the role (String verb) is defined for every instance of the object together with the name 

of the OpenShift project (String namespace). The object is then converted to a JSON formatted 

string. 
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Figure 27: The OpenShiftSubjectAccessReviewRequest object is instantiated and converted 

into a JSON formatted string. 

 

The JSON formatted string returned by method buildSARJson will be used as payload in the 

POST request. The access token is set to be included in the request header with method 

signRequest. After the payload and header of the request have been defined the request will be 

ready to be sent to the IdP using the method execute. 

The request will return a response with a body in JSON format. The response body will be 

parsed into a GSON object of class OpenShiftSubjectAccessResponse. The response can then 

be easily handled from the object, as attributes can be referred to directly. If the Boolean 

variable named allowed in the object is true, the name of the role checked will be added to the 

HashSet allowedVerbs that contains the allowed roles for the authenticated user. Figure 28 

shows the request process together with the response extraction process. 

 

 

Figure 28: The iteration of every role to be checked. 

 

After this process, the SonarQube roles corresponding to the ones present in allowedVerbs will 

be added to the user.  

 

4.5.5 User Information 

When the roles for the instance user have been defined and set, we will now proceed to request 

the user information. As previously mentioned, this is done at the /oapi/v1/users/~ endpoint. 
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The GET request is executed in a method called executeGETUserRequest (Figure 29). The body 

of the response will then be returned as a JSON formatted string.   

 

 

Figure 29: Method executeGETUserRequest. 

 

The JSON-object containing the user information must be handled to be able to retrieve the data 

correctly. After retrieving the user information it will immediately be parsed in the GsonUser 

class. 

4.6 User Registration 

The retrieval of the instance user’s information marks the end of the OAuth workflow. The 

plugin now has one remaining job to do; to register the user onto the SonarQube platform. The 

newly created GsonUser instance containing the user information will be sent to the method 

create in OpenShiftUserIdentityFactory. Figure 30 shows how the create method instantiates 

the Builder object and fills it with the instance user’s information. The build method instantiates 

UserIdentity, providing it with the fully configured Builder object to create a SonarQube user. 

 

 

Figure 30: From OpenShiftUserIdentityFactory: the create method. 

 

Now, we have a fully configured SonarQube user that will be authenticated and registered onto 

the SonarQube platform. If the user is already registered, the authentication process will notice 

this and log in to the already registered user instance.  
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4.7 Overview 

When following the OAuth workflow through the source code it quickly becomes apparent that 

the overlooking design of the OAuth workflow (Section 3.2, page 13) is not quite applicable 

for the OAuth workflow in this project. Every piece of software handling authentication must 

adhere to the functionality and restrictions of the IdP, therefore the finished structure of the 

OAuth workflow will reflect certain characteristics of the IdP. Figure 31 shows an overlooking 

view of the OAuth workflow for the plugin with each arrow representing the Section in which 

that part of the workflow is explained. The crucial difference from the workflow in Section 3.2, 

is the use of a service account. The client ID has to be constructed at runtime by making an API 

call to retrieve the information. Lastly, two more API calls are made to retrieve the user roles- 

and instance user information. 

 

 

Figure 31: The OAuth workflow of the OpenShift plugin. The arrows show the order of the 

OAuth workflow and are denoted by in which Section they are explained. 
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4.8 Summary 

This chapter explained the methods used to implement authorization. This includes giving a 

description of both SonarQube’s and OpenShift’s API to understand the communication 

between the two systems. Explanations on how plugins are injected and defined in SonarQube 

were given, and how OpenShift is accessed through requests. The plugin deals with user 

registration and therefore this chapter gave an explanation on how a user is defined in both 

SonarQube and OpenShift, and how OpenShift users are defined in SonarQube with identities 

corresponding to the ones they have in OpenShift. The implementation of the OAuth framework 

was explained through the workflow introduced in Figure 10, page 16. Since ScribeJava is the 

library used for the OAuth functionality, a description of it was given to aid in understanding 

the implementation details. 
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5 Results 

This chapter presents the result of the project. The graphical user interface is shown and the 

implemented plugin is run through SonarQube’s code analysis. The chapter also includes a 

comparison to the existing GitHub plugin for SonarQube.  

5.1 Graphical User Interface 

When the SonarQube web server is started it will invoke the plugins that are instantiated in the 

build infrastructure. This will provide the SonarQube login user interface with a login button 

for interacting with the IdP (Figure 32).  

 

 

Figure 32: SonarQube login screen with available identity providers. 

 

Clicking on an available IdP will trigger the authentication process. The user is directed to the 

IdP which will host a login form (Figure 33), making it possible for the user to authenticate 

themselves. 
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Figure 33: Interface for authentication with OpenShift as the IdP. 

 

A successful attempt to sign in from the user’s side will result in a granted token. This token 

will enable the user to access SonarQube’s functionality with the help of the authenticated 

OpenShift identity. In other words, the user will get signed in to an account on SonarQube that 

is ready to be used (Figure 34). 

 

 

Figure 34: A successful attempt to sign in will redirect the user to SonarQube’s home 

dashboard. 
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5.2 Code Quality 

With the help of SonarQube a code analysis could be generated of the created plugin, seen in 

Figure 35. The analysis made refactoring easier as it gave errors for inconveniences in code that 

could be easily missed. 

 Even after refactoring, there is still one bug left in the analysis. This is simply a false 

positive, which are inevitable when using analysers. There is also a technical debt of three 

hours. The debt is mostly a consequence from not following code conventions defined for Java, 

which can be seen from studying the code smells as 18 out of 29 smells are convention errors. 

These errors are mainly a result of a lacking amount of time allocated to refactoring. 

Inexperience in working in Java is also a factor, since functions may end up more complex than 

they need to be which raises the time needed for refactoring. 

 Even though there is present code smell in the OpenShift plugin, it is still a small number 

of smells. This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the analysis for OpenShift returned 

the grade A for code smell. Maintainability rating A is given when the debt is less or equal than 

5% of the time already gone into the application, which is the top grade [34]. A three-hour debt 

in the OpenShift plugin is equal to a debt of 0.8% according to the analysis. 

 

 

Figure 35: Code analysis of the final project. 
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5.2.1 Complexity 

The central purpose of performing metrics on code complexity is to measure the source code’s 

testability and maintainability. For a long time, the de facto standard in this area has been the 

measure of Cyclomatic Complexity, which uses a mathematical model to assess the linearly 

independent paths through a program [35]. The model evaluates the conditional branches and 

constructs in the source code and provides a complexity score based on the measurements.

 When comparing the OpenShift- and GitHub plugins, SonarQube gives the complexity 

scores of 89 versus 95 points, virtually equal in terms of overall complexity. The interesting 

comparison comes down to the class-level complexity, shown in Figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36: Class-level complexity of the OpenShift- and GitHub plugins. 

 

The classes that really stand out in terms of complexity compared to their role in the system are 

OpenShiftSettings and GitHubSettings. This can partly be explained by the difference in which 

the plugins require the IdP information to be gathered in the runtime environment.  

Using GitHub as an IdP requires the administrator of SonarQube to register the application 

on the GitHub platform. When doing so, GitHub provides a client ID and client secret that the 

administrator enters on the administrative page on SonarQube. The OpenShift plugin and the 

use of a service account requires more conditions since the files in the service account are 

opened and read. Subsequently, every corresponding method requesting this information must 

throw exceptions for this conditional statement. An important note is that this does not raise the 

complexity in terms of human readability, only for computability.  

OpenShiftSettings also contains a method for setting the login button color consisting of a 

switch case with 10 different cases. This is where Cyclomatic Complexity has its shortcomings. 

Since it is purely computational the complexity measurements are based on every single control 

statement, even though the complexity from a human point of view is miniscule.  
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SonarQube has introduced a technique called Cognitive Complexity, which deviates from 

the mathematical model in order to get a more precise measurement on the human 

understanding of the written code [36]. Unfortunately, there was not enough time to perform a 

Cognitive Complexity evaluation, but it is important to note that the outcome of the complexity 

metrics is purely based on mathematical models and does not take into consideration things like 

coding conventions and human readability.  

 

5.2.2 Comparison 

Analysing the GitHub authentication plugin with SonarQube returns results similar to 

OpenShift’s. As seen in Figure 37, GitHub also has one bug, which is a false positive. The main 

difference is the amount of code smells, where GitHub’s plugin only has one and the OpenShift 

plugin has 29. As code smells reflect more on violations of design principles than actual faults 

in code, the higher number is just an indication that the OpenShift plugin is at a higher risk to 

encounter bugs in the future than the GitHub plugin is. The results of code smells indicate that 

the GitHub plugin follows coding conventions more firmly than the OpenShift plugin does. 

This makes it easier for developers to contribute to the GitHub plugin as less code smell leads 

to higher readability.  

 

 

Figure 37: Code quality comparison between the two plugins. 

 

5.3 Summary 

The results chapter discussed the analysis returned by SonarQube. The GitHub plugin analysis 

returned results similar to OpenShift’s, except that the OpenShift plugin contained more code 

smell. Spending more time on refactoring would result in a smaller code smell for the OpenShift 

plugin and therefore higher readability. 
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6 Conclusion 

This chapter provides general conclusions of the project, problems and limitations encountered 

as well as a summary of the result.  

6.1 Project Evaluation 

At the end of this project we have delivered a product that adheres to Redpill Linpro’s 

specifications so that they can integrate it into their existing developer’s environment. Based 

on the feedback we have gotten, they are very satisfied with the result and intend to deploy it 

immediately. 

6.2 Limitations 

During the course of the project, our primary goal was to make a deliverable product for Redpill 

Linpro. Therefore, the product has not been generalized for implementation in all environments. 

There are two limitations to the plugin at this moment in time. Both are minor fixes that we 

intend to fulfill in the near future. 

6.2.1 OpenShift Environment 

At this moment, the plugin is limited to be deployed in an application running in a pod in the 

OpenShift environment. An application running outside of OpenShift would not be able to 

retrieve the service account credentials sufficient to make an initial, successful API request to 

construct the client ID.  

6.2.2 Automatic Server Information 

Even when running in an OpenShift environment there is a small limitation. Applications 

running in OpenShift have the ability to request information about the built-in OAuth server 

and retrieve information about its endpoint locations [37]. Therefore, the process of manually 

administrating the API- and Web URLs from the administrator’s page could be automated and 

those fields be left empty.  
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6.3 Problems  

Working with OpenShift as a developer platform has been a useful experience, but it has also 

brought with it some problems during the project implementation. There have been two notable 

problems occurring during the course of the project involving OpenShift, both of them having 

to do with pod deployment. The faults were not of our making and there was no convenient 

way to work around them without making substantial changes to our developing environment. 

There have also been shortcomings in testing of the software that could have been optimized.  

6.3.1 Debugging in OpenShift 

Every time updates were made to the source code, the pod running the application had to be 

scaled down and then up again to update new changes. When scaling up, the pod would 

sometimes get caught in a pending state, making it very hard for us to run debugging on the 

source code. To fix a pod caught in a pending state you had to enter a debug terminal and 

remove the jar files causing the error, but sometimes the debug terminal could not be accessed, 

causing a lot of time to be wasted.  

6.3.2 Persistent Volume 

There was also a problem with the scaling of the pods taking a very long time. At times, the 

deployment of a new pod could take as long as 20 minutes. This was caused by a problem with 

the persistent volumes in the Kubernetes cluster and was fixed by Redpill Linpro’s cluster 

administrator about halfway through the project.  

6.3.3 Testing 

Because of the time constraint and the fact that the main focus of the project was to deliver a 

fully functional product, the testing of the software has not been on pair with the rest of the 

source code. Manual testing has been done quite extensively during the development phase, but 

no automatic tests have been written. This is another part of the project that can still be extended.  

6.4 Final Remarks 

When concluding this project, we feel very satisfied with the end result and the fact that we 

reached our goal of delivering a product that satisfied the customer. Our understanding of Java 

programming, APIs, integration and the OAuth standard has improved substantially and 

working in a professional environment with so many new techniques and frameworks has been 
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a great experience. Redpill Linpro was very welcoming to us and provided us with the tools 

needed to succeed in delivering the end product. Our intention now is to release the product 

under the GNU Lesser General Public License [38] and give it back to the open source 

community. Hopefully, it will be a useful tool for other developers in the future. 
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A Appendix 

The complete class diagram for the project. For the downscaled version, see page 27. 
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